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On a planté un fleuve
Part 1
Samira Negrouche



Part 1: Introduction Samira Negrouche

•Where is Samira’s family from?

•What is particular about this village?

•How old is the tree in the picture?

•Why are this tree connecting her to her ancestors?

•Why does she like this place so much?

• Samira says the trees have taught her much. Why? How?

•What sort of tree is it? What are its fruits?

•What else does the tree “explain”?

•During her visit in Wales, what tree puzzled Samira and how did she 
call it and why?









Taourirt









What tree do you think Samira may have seen in 
Wales? Could it have been one of these?
 

Beech Le hêtre Sycamore   Le sycomore



Why are trees so important to Samira?



Devoirs….

•Find a tree near where you live. 

•Look at it carefully and notice as much as you 
can.

•What can you find about it?

•Make some notes.

•What is its name in French?



On a planté un fleuve
Part 2 

Samira Negrouche



We Planted a River 
Samira Negrouche

 
(translation by Zoë Skoulding)

 We planted an olive tree 
nose pointing to sky
we planted olive trees 
on the banks
of newborn day
the moment’s damp brow
we planted a human
with a destiny perched
between two branches
waiting to be born.

 In the slowly darkening string of beads 
is the promise of the honey river.



On a planté un fleuve

We planted a river



On a planté un fleuve

We planted a river

Why does the poem have this 
title, when it’s about olive 
trees?



Part 2: 
On a planté un fleuve…..We planted a river
Comparisons- comments Zoe



What other comparisons 
(metaphors) can you see in the 
poem? What ideas do they 
suggest to you? Remember 
that a poem can mean different 
things at the same time!



Metaphors

Dans le chapelet qui doucement noircit 
s’annonce le fleuve mielleux. 

In the slowly darkening string of beads 
is the promise of the honey river.





Part 2: 
On a planté un fleuve…..We planted a river

Methaphors- interview Zoe and Samira



On a planté un fleuve
Part 3
Samira Negrouche



Je vois 
tes bras longs
traverser le ciel 
ta chevelure dorée
prendre le large. 

J’entends 
les oiseaux par dizaines 
te conter 
des récits de voyages 
lointains. 

Je sens 
sous mes doigts 
ta peau rugueuse 
tes bras enveloppants 
je te sens.

I see
your long arms
crossing the sky
your golden hair
flying away

I hear
dozens of birds
telling you
stories of far-off
voyages.

I feel
beneath my fingers
your rough skin
your enfolding arms
I feel you.

Here’s a pattern you could use for your own 
poem:



Part 3: Writing a poem
Je vois – I see
J’entends- I hear
Je sens- I feel/I smell

Write about the tree: what you hear/ see/ smell/ feel around the tree/ stories about the 
tree/ how it changes with the seasons

Look at  the tree or more than the tree ( the mountains you can see from the top …)

Use interesting images or think of the movement of the tree ( busy place/traffic)

Build up your poem in short phrases- simple language

Aim for something surprising which you have not thought of before

Enjoy playing with the language

Enjoy looking at the world around you and noticing things you don’t usually look at



Write your own tree poem
Je vois… I see…
Describe what the tree is doing or what it looks like. Try to notice something 
you haven’t seen before.

J’entends… I hear

What sounds does the tree make? Does it have its own language? Or a voice? 
What is it saying?

Je sens… I feel/I smell

Describe the tree’s texture or scent. What does it remind you of? 

Write three short verses, as if you are speaking to the tree and telling it what 
you can see, hear and feel. This kind of poem does not need to rhyme.


